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Geopolitical news had a major impact on global markets in 2016. Brexit and the U.S. presidential election stand out 
as clear indications toward a populist shift that has, so far, benefitted equities and the U.S. dollar—despite contrary 
predictions from many pundits and analysts. The impact of this populist movement will likely continue into early 
2017, influencing government policy, foreign affairs and global markets. The outcome for any given year is never 
known in advance, but there are scenarios that can be anticipated. A case can be made for several market events 
that could occur during a generally bullish environment. In the examples mentioned below, the reasoning for each 
financial event is discussed and a possible investment strategy is provided. It is important to note that not every 
strategy is necessarily a defensive approach, but rather an idea that may provide the potential to adapt and even 
thrive regardless of a bullish or bearish market.

 
Event: Equity Market Dispersion 
Strategy: Tactical Momentum 
After the U.S. election, equities rallied considerably as Donald Trump’s financial plan seems to entail large tax cuts, 
deregulation and close to $2 trillion in infrastructure spending—all of which are conducive to economic growth but 
may also promote inflation and rising interest rates. While equities may continue to perform well in 2017, long-
term return expectations appear modest given lofty equity valuations. 2017 may be the year where “smart beta” 
has the ability to differentiate itself from traditional indexes and fundamental strategies. Based in a quantitative 
structure, smart beta focuses on specific investment factors that drive returns, like momentum, relative strength and 
a quantitative assessment of quality and value.
Sometimes a rising tide lifts all ships, but often there is a difference between the winners and losers. A return to 
wider dispersion across sectors and industries can result in clear market leaders and market laggards. Momentum-
based strategies attempt to identify these changing trends and then allocate to the areas that are showing the most 
relative strength. Moving away from a static 60/40 stock and bond mix may require the addition of specific market 
factors. After all, a 60/40 portfolio rarely looks like its long-term average.
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Are averages 
misleading?
 
Over the years, 
the “buy and 
hold” 60/40 
stock and bond 
model rarely 
looks like its 
own average. 

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Index returns assume reinvestment of dividends, but do not 
reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and are not available for direct 
investment. Stocks (S&P 500 Index), Bonds (Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index). Source: Morningstar. 
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Event: Rising U.S. Interest Rates 
Strategy: Nontraditional Bonds and Global Income
Regardless of equity returns, the focus is likely to be on interest rates and fixed income fundamentals this year. 
Financial advisors often cite rising rates as the factor most likely to affect traditional 60/40 portfolio allocations. 
Although rates are not expected to rise as high, or as quickly, as they have in past rate cycles, investors are likely to 
seek fixed income strategies that can endure a changing rate environment. As the Federal Reserve (Fed) strives to 
strike the right balance with its monetary policy, investors may seek out nontraditional bond solutions and other 
income-oriented investments that have the potential to perform well whether interest rates are rising, flat or falling. 
Individual strategies within the nontraditional bond fund category vary greatly, and investors seeking a fixed income 
alternative would be well served to consider each strategy based on its unique merits before making an allocation.
Despite a potential rising rate environment, achieving a competitive yield will continue to be a challenge for income-
oriented investors. Federal interest rate increases are expected to follow a slow move upward at best, and may even 
stay range-bound for an extended period. Given that the reinvestment of dividends plays a prominent role in an 
investor’s cumulative portfolio returns, the search for yield will remain a prominent theme in 2017. Again, investors 
may benefit from moving beyond traditional fixed income strategies. Investments that incorporate global, diversified 
sources of income, along with opportunities for capital appreciation from a mix of other yield-producing asset 
classes, may be worth strong consideration.
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12/31/1999 6/30/06 4/30/10 2/28/11 11/30/13 11/30/16

Nontraditional Bond Category (Avg.) 9.25% 5.41% 16.96% 2.97% 2.56% 2.17%
BarCap U.S. Aggregate Bond Index 1.38% 2.47% 9.01% 0.45% 0.22% -0.92%
Difference 7.87% 2.94% 7.95% 2.52% 2.34% 3.09%

1

Bond Performance
During Rising Rate Periods

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Index performance assumes reinvestment of dividend, 
but does not include fees. Indexes are not available for direct investment. Illustration shows the 10-Year 
U.S. Treasury Note interest rate from 12/31/1998 through 11/30/2016. The highlighted areas (red) are 
periods of rising rates, indicated in the table below the graph. The table shows the performance of the 
category average of Nontraditional Bond Funds versus the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond 
Index over the same time periods. The number of funds in the Nontraditional Bond Category varies with 
time, but consisted of 493 as of 11/30/2016. Category average based on fund level, largest share class. 
Source: Morningstar and Bloomberg, calculated with FactSet by Arrow. * 10/1/98 starting time period of 
the table is not graphed above.
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The graph below illustrates the long-term historical track record of 10-year U.S. Treasury rates. The dotted blue line 
shows the historical average. Each prolonged rising and declining rate period shows a reversion to the mean, and 
eventually, a crossover. So, if we are in the early stages of a new long-term secular rising rate period moving back 
toward the average, how long will it last and how high will rates rise? The answer is, of course, unknown.  

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Illustration shows the 10-year U.S. Treasury Note interest 
rate from 12/31/1830 through 11/30/2016. The highlighted areas (green) are periods of rising rates. Source: Federal 
Reserve Economic Database (FRED) and Arrow Insights, calculated by Arrow.

Event: Rising Inflation 
Strategy: Commodities and Managed Futures
Whether it is measured by consumer prices (as reflected by the Consumer Price Index), or producer prices (as 
reflected by the Producer Price Index), or raw materials such as commodities, inflation has been low for several 
years. Without significant global growth, there really has been a lack of global demand to drive prices higher. 
When lower demand is coupled with a strong U.S. dollar, inflation is often kept at bay. In early 2016, we made a 
case for a reversion to the mean for commodity prices. As it turns out, many commodity indexes were in fact up 
significantly for the year. With the U.S. dollar still trading at such high levels and signs of global growth increasing, 
the environment continues to make a strong case for commodities in 2017. Along with potential rate increases, 
President-Elect Trump’s proposed financial plan of tax cuts and infrastructure spending could help to foster a 
moderate inflationary environment. After many consecutive years of losses, the downtrodden asset class rebounded 
strongly in 2016 and may very well continue its run, despite being ignored by many investors. A spike in inflation 
would actually benefit the portfolio of investors who own long-only commodity strategies as well as managed futures 
strategies that have the ability to profit from up or down price trends in commodity futures.

See Appendix 1A and 1B for additional information.
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For perspective, we looked at historical market environments and how they have changed over the years. The image 
below shows the history of the U.S. dollar and inflation, as illustrated by the Producer Price Index (PPI). There are 
periods where the gap between the two lines widens dramatically and is eventually followed by a reversal in direction 
for both. Many commodities trade in U.S. dollars across global markets. A declining dollar often helps commodity 
prices as global investors must pay more for U.S. currency conversion. This is evident in the period following 1999, 
when commodities rallied on a declining dollar. It went in the opposite direction in 2009, following the infamous 
financial crisis of 2008, when the dollar gained comparative global strength and commodities prices suffered. With 
relatively low inflation, and a strong U.S. dollar, will the spread continue, or is the trend due to reverse toward a more 
favorable commodity environment?

Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Index returns assume reinvestment of all dividends and 
do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. The indexes are unmanaged and are not 
available for direct investment. U.S. Dollar (RTW U.S. Dollar Index), Commodities (Bloomberg Barclays 
Commodity Index). Source: Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED), Bloomberg.

In the graph above, the two red boxes show years where commodities experienced back-to-back double digit 
negative returns—and a third period occurred from 1975-1976 (not shown, prior to the timeline). For those who 
subscribe to the idea of “reversion to the mean” where extreme returns revert back to the average, a case could be 
made for commodities to turn in a more favorable direction.

In early 2016, we created a case study titled “Commodity Turns” that discussed the potential for commodities to 
rebound after perhaps being oversold with double digit losses for two consecutive years. As we closed out the year, 
we saw that the case study’s hypothesis held true with commodities delivering a positive return of 11.37% for 2016.     
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Single year reversion to the mean: Commodities had back-to-back double digit negative returns and finished in 
last place for the calendar years 2014 and 2015. Since 1970, that has only happened two other times, in 1975-76 and 
1997-98. The table below illustrates the calendar year performance for eight different asset classes and the relative 
ranking of commodities across the troubled time periods. The table also shows the calendar year performance in 
1977, 1999 and 2016—which are the “rebound” calendar years immediately following the back-to-back double 
digit negative return years (highlighted in green).

Year
30 Day 
T-Bill

Intermediate
Govt. Bonds

Long-Term 
Govt. Bonds

Long-Term 
Corp. Bonds

High Yield 
Corp. Bonds

U.S. Large 
Cap Stocks

U.S. Small 
Cap Stocks Commodities Rank

1975 5.80 7.83 9.20 14.64 16.42 37.20 52.82 -17.22 8
1976 5.08 12.87 16.75 18.65 21.61 23.84 57.38 -11.92 8
1977 5.12 1.41 -0.69 1.71 7.75 -7.18 25.38 10.37 2

1997 5.26 8.38 15.85 12.95 12.76 33.36 22.78 -14.07 8
1998 4.86 10.21 13.06 10.76 1.87 28.58 -7.31 -35.75 8
1999 4.68 -1.77 -8.96 -7.45 2.39 21.04 29.79 40.92 1

2014 0.02 3.00 24.71 17.28 2.45 13.69 2.92 -33.06 8
2015 0.02 1.79 -0.65 -1.02 -4.47 1.38 -3.60 -32.86 8
2016 0.20 1.92 1.75 6.70 17.13 11.96 25.65 11.37 4

Asset Class History - Calendar Year Returns (%) Since 1970
Including Annual Comparative Ranking for Commodities (Ranked From 1st-8th)

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Index returns assume reinvestment of dividends, but do not reflect 
any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and are not available for direct investment. 
Asset class proxies (in order as shown above): Ibbotson SBBI U.S. Treasury Bills, Ibbotson SBBI U.S. Intermediate-Term 
Government Bond Index, Ibbotson SBBI U.S. Long-Term Government Bond Index, Ibbotson SBBI Long-Term Corporate 
Bond Index, IA Barclays U.S. High Yield Corporate Bond Index, Ibbotson Large Company Stock Index, Ibbotson Small 
Company Stock Index, Commodities (S&P GSCI). Source: Morningstar. 

Multi-year reversions: After back-to-back last place rankings, the single year returns that followed in 1977, 
1999 and 2016 for commodities were impressive. Perhaps even more interesting (for investors with a longer time 
horizon) are the returns for the three-year periods that followed. As 2016 seemed to prove the thesis of commodities 
reverting to the mean for a single year, it remains to be seen if the trend will continue for a longer timeframe. The 
table below shows the three-year average returns for commodities following consecutive double digit negative 
return periods of 1975-76 and 1997-99. Obviously, the three-year period of 2016-18 is still to be determined.  

3-Year Average Returns (%)
After Commodities Had Two Consecutive Last Place Rankings

3-Year
Period

30 Day 
T-Bill

Intermediate
Govt. Bonds

Long-Term 
Govt. Bonds

Long-Term 
Corp. Bonds

High Yield 
Corp. Bonds

U.S. Large 
Stocks

U.S. Small 
Stocks Commodities Rank

‘77-79 7.56 3.00 -1.03 -0.85 2.55 5.94 30.77 25.26 2
‘99-01 4.80 6.15 5.41 5.36 0.60 0.02 16.32 19.58 1
‘16-18 To Be Determined

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Index returns assume reinvestment of dividends, but do not reflect 
any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and are not available for direct investment. 
Asset class proxies (in order as shown above): Ibbotson SBBI U.S. Treasury Bills, Ibbotson SBBI U.S. Intermediate-Term 
Government Bond Index, Ibbotson SBBI U.S. Long-Term Government Bond Index, Ibbotson SBBI Long-Term Corporate 
Bond Index, IA Barclays U.S. High Yield Corporate Bond Index, Ibbotson Large Company Stock Index, Ibbotson Small 
Company Stock Index, Commodities (S&P GSCI). Source: Morningstar. 
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Event: Recession and Global Slowdown 
Strategy: Liquid Alternatives
Although a recession is not seen as an immediate threat, the risk does increase as time passes. Historically, most 
recoveries last approximately five to six years. Entering the eighth year of recovery since the financial crisis of 2008, 
we are faced with a statistical probability. Investors concerned about an impending bear market cycle, or those 
simply seeking to diversify their portfolios in general, may wish to implement alternative investments that have the 
potential to enhance returns and reduce risk. No doubt, some alternative-oriented mutual funds and ETFs have 
suffered disappointing performance during the last decade, which is not surprising given the strong run in equities 
over that same time period.  Investors should be cautioned against chasing performance and encouraged to view 
alternatives as a cushion against market downturns. Nevertheless, “liquid” alternatives have improved over the last 
decade. The line used to be drawn as either a bull (long-only) or bear (short-only) strategy. But some options in the 
space are now designed to weather bear markets, while also seeking competitive returns when equities are on the 
upswing. These types of alternative investments may be especially attractive options for investors seeking to hedge 
market downturns without sacrificing potential performance.
Below is a graph that illustrates the challenge faced by alternatives. It shows the three-year performance of both 
liquid alternatives (alternative mutual funds) and hedge funds. The black line illustrates the “efficient frontier” blend 
of equities and bonds. Strategies in the shaded section of the graph underperformed a traditional 60/40 equity and 
bond portfolio.
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Past performance does not guarantee future results. Universe includes alternative mutual funds and private 
placements (published hedge funds and CTA/managed futures) Source: Morningstar as of 10/31/2016.
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With the recent prolonged recovery bull market, the relative underperformance of alternatives is not surprising. 
Alternatives, especially private placements like many hedge funds and managed futures, often seek absolute returns 
through a low volatility approach. However, there are now strategies available that embrace the volatility required to 
seek stronger gains. Provided they maintain low correlation to traditional assets, they could make a sensible addition 
to a portfolio in 2017 and beyond. With diversification, the idea is to add investments that “zig” when the rest of the 
portfolio “zags” (i.e., low correlation).
Finding the right alternative diversifier can be a challenge, and knowing how to allocate can be counterintuitive. The 
graph below shows the correlation of alternatives to traditional equities (S&P 500 Index) and bonds (Bloomberg 
Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index). Specifically, the two strategies examined are long/short equity and managed 
futures. Long/short equity strategies generally have a fair amount of correlation to the stock market, which makes 
sense considering the fact that they primarily have equity exposure. But many people are surprised to learn how 
much managed futures strategies correlate to bonds—due to an intentionally low correlation to stocks.

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Universe includes mutual funds, exchange 
traded products and private placements (published hedge funds and CTA/managed futures). Source: 
Morningstar as of 10/31/2016.
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The environment in 2017 could be poised for adding alternatives, especially in the event of a short-term market 
correction or even a recession. When adding an alternative strategy to a traditional portfolio, long/short methods 
are specifically designed to work with the ups and downs of the market. But again, a key metric to consider is 
correlation—specifically, to seek a low correlation to the asset class that is presenting the reason for concern. It 
doesn’t make sense to add something with a high correlation to stocks, if the stock market is the cause for concern.
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Event: Fear of the Unknown 
Strategy: Adaptive, Long/Short Strategies
Throughout the year, there will undoubtedly be news events where the headlines drive the market without any 
real economic reasoning for the outcome. These headline events can be positive, but those are rarely referenced 
in hindsight. Some events have obvious market implications, such as the Brexit vote, Fed rate meetings or the 
U.S. presidential election. And there are “scare market” events—market corrections driven solely by fear of the 
unknown—which have no obvious direct economic outcomes.
Over the years, we have seen many of these scare markets, including the recent Ebola scare or older “non-event” 
events like Y2K. Real or not, these crisis events do cause actual market corrections and drawdowns. As it turns 
out, “black swan” events occur more often than most people realize. There is something known as Crisis Alpha, 
which references an investment’s ability to adapt to short-lived market events, real or perceived. In order to handle 
these events, an investment needs to be able to pivot quickly, sometimes in the opposite direction. Not all strategies 
can change direction, or even take a short position, quickly. But there are some that have the ability to deliver 
performance from a contrarian perspective, and then redirect again when things normalize. Adaptive strategies, like 
managed futures and long/short fixed income, have the ability to be dynamic in nature because they don’t rely on 
static long-only portfolio exposure. 
Constructing a portfolio to prepare for the unknown events of 2017 may require more than a static stock/bond 
blend. Investors may wish to diversify their asset class exposure and strategies. Strategy diversification is often 
overlooked as an important part of diversification. Investors often fail to incorporate tactical and adaptive elements 
that have the ability to respond to changing markets. And of course, asset classes to consider for 2017 should include 
those often referred to as alternative assets (which are becoming more mainstream).

Summary: Adaptive, Tactical, Low Correlation
For 2017, investors may wish to add tactical and adaptive strategies to their traditional assets. When doing so, it is 
important to consider correlation in order to seek true diversification. The markets are always unknown; they go up 
and they go down. It is important to use a strategy that matches the individual’s investment objective, risk tolerance 
and time horizon. No investment strategy is perfect or can guarantee positive returns in every environment. Being 
too defensive against a downturn can lead to missed opportunities in the way of upside potential. But taking on too 
much risk can lead to excessive losses and cause irrational reactions. The strategies discussed here are not without 
their own risks. Each one has defensive elements, but can also provide upside potential. It is not necessarily a matter 
of preparing for a black swan drawdown event, as the markets may ultimately provide positive returns for the year. 
But time and the law of averages are working against traditional asset classes, so portfolios should be adapted to 
prepare for a less predictable outcome than we have seen in previous years.  

60% Stocks

40% Bonds

40-50%
Stocks

25-35% 
Bonds

Add 15-25% Alternative 
Sources of Return.
Examples: Nontraditional Bonds, 
Managed Futures, Long/Short Equity 
Commodities and Global Yield.

Incorporate tactical and 
adaptive elements to 
traditional assets.

Static
Portfolio

Adaptive 
Portfolio

Making a Static Portfolio More Adaptive for 2017
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Appendix 1A: Historical Asset Class Reaction to Rising Rates
Rising Rate Periods: Asset Class Reaction

12/2015
to 12/2016 

3/2004
 to 7/2007 

2/1977
 to 4/1980

US Inflation  1.79% 3.34% 10.50%
30 Day T-Bill  0.18% 3.44% 8.18%
US Agg Bond (B)  1.55% 3.22% 3.08%
S&P 500 (E)  15.40% 9.23% 6.73%
E60/B40  9.86% 6.83% 5.38%
Cat: Short-Term Bond  1.73% 2.47% 5.06%
Cat: Intermediate-Term Bond  2.31% 2.72% 2.60%
Cat: Long-Term Bond  2.98% 3.25% 2.05%
Cat: Nontraditional Bond  5.11% 4.65% --
Cat: Emerging Markets Bond  10.16% 10.24% --
Cat: High Yield Bond  12.98% 6.05% 3.26%
Cat: World Bond  3.19% 3.65% --
Cat: Small Blend  22.88% 10.84% 19.18%
Cat: World Stock  8.72% 14.64% 15.33%
Cat: Equity Energy  32.56% 30.63% 20.05%
Cat: Real Estate  10.41% 15.89% 13.09%
Cat: Global Real Estate  4.81% 20.80% 27.97%
Commodity: Gold  6.82% 16.42% 52.19%
Commodity: Oil  7.82% 25.41% 37.90%
Cat: World Allocation  7.69% 11.82% 10.88%

Appendix 1B: Fed Funds Rates Since 1954

Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Past performance does not guarantee 
future results.

Appendix 1A Index returns assume 
reinvestment of dividends, but do 
not reflect any management fees, 
transaction costs or expenses. Indexes 
are unmanaged and are not available 
for direct investment. Categories 
display the returns of current funds 
in the category during the time 
period shown, subject to survivorship 
and/or re-categorization. Source: 
Morningstar, calculated by Arrow. 

Appendix 1B: Illustration shows 
the Fed Funds interest rate from 
12/31/1954 through 11/30/2016. The 
highlighted line (red) are periods of 
rising rates with inflation. Source: 
Federal Reserve Economic Database 
(FRED), calculated by Arrow.
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Before investing, please read the fund’s prospectus and shareholder reports to learn about its investment 
strategy and potential risks. Mutual fund investing involves risk including loss of principal. An investor 
should also consider the fund’s investment objective, charges, expenses, and risk carefully before investing. 
This and other information about the fund are contained in the prospectus which can be obtained 
by calling 1-877-277-6933. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing. Arrow Funds are 
distributed by an affiliate, Archer Distributors, LLC (member FINRA). ArrowShares are distributed by 
Northern Lights Distributors, LLC, and unaffiliated entity (member FINRA/SIPC).

All investments involve risks, including the potential for loss. For more information, call the
Arrow Support Desk at (877) 277-6933 or visit our website: www.arrowfunds.com.

AD-011017

Arrow Funds, including the exchange traded product line ArrowShares, is a mutual 
fund company with a passion and energy for helping investors meet their financial goals. 
We believe in offering targeted portfolio solutions for the ever-changing capital markets. 
We focus on creating value for our shareholders by offering investment strategies that 
seek to enhance returns and mitigate risk. 
Arrow’s vision is to be recognized as the leading provider of alternative and tactical 
investment solutions for financial intermediaries and their clients. We have assembled 
a team of investment professionals with a breadth of experience and depth of industry 
knowledge. Education and research remain the cornerstones of our business, backed by 
our commitment to the highest level of service.
Acting independently from the funds and ETFs, Arrow Insights provides indexing and 
market research. With weekly InFocus updates and quarterly InPerspective commentary, 
Arrow Insights strives to serve as a thought leader targeted to financial professionals. 
For more information, visit www.ArrowInsights.com (registration restricted to financial 
professionals only). 
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Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Historical information is provided for comparative 
purposes only. Any forecasts or forward looking statements may or may not occur. This material is intended to 
be general in nature for informational purposes only. This material is not to be considered investment advice 
and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities. Investment objectives, time 
horizons and risk tolerances vary, and therefore, this material was not prepared for any individual. The opinions 
expressed are those of the author(s) as of the time the material was prepared and are subject to change with 
time as market conditions vary. The information, graphs and data contained herein are derived from proprietary 
and nonproprietary sources, and have not necessarily been audited for accuracy, despite being believed to be 
fair and accurate. As such, no guarantee nor responsibility is given in any way for errors and/or omissions.

ArrowShares
EXCHANGE TRADED SOLUTIONS

TM

About Arrow...

www.ArrowFunds.com www.ArrowShares.com


